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Short Communication
The expression νύμφη νῆις, attested in the Iliad [1], is 

traditionally understood as «Naiad nymph». However, by 
examining the contexts in which it appears, it is always referred to 
normal women, mothers of soldiers fallen in battle. It is advisable, 
therefore, to carefully analyze this matter, starting from one of the 
passages, very similar to each other, which contain this expression. 
For example, in the course of the battle under the Achaean wall [2], 
«Aias, son of Oïleus [3]/ leaped upon Satnius and wound him with a 
thrust of his sharp spear, / the son of Enops, whom a peerless Naiad 
nymph conceived/ to Enops, as he tended his herds by the banks of 
Satnioeis» [4].

However, both in Greek and in the Homeric poems the word 
νύμφη often does not mean «nymph», but rather «bride», «wife», 
«lady»: in the Odyssey Penelope is called this way [5] and also 
in the Iliad νύμφη normally has this meaning [6], sometimes 
appearing in the masculine [7]; incidentally, also the Latin words 
nubere and nuptiae, «to marry» and «wedding» respectively, can 
be traced back to the same root [8]. The most famous passage that 
describes the figure is that of the Odyssey about the enigmatic “cave 
of the nymphs”, a place of Ithaca located next to the bay where the 
Phaeacians landed and left Ulysses. It was «a pleasant, shadowy/ 
cave sacred to the nymphs that are called Naiads. /Therein are 
mixing bowls and jars of stone/ and there too the bees store honey. 
/ And in the cave are long looms of stone, at which the nymphs/ 
weave webs of purple dye, a wonder to behold» [9]. Scholars have 
tried to understand the true meaning of these verses since ancient 
times. The most striking example is that of Porphyry, a Neoplatonic 
philosopher of the 3rd century AD, who even went so far as to 
write an entire work, The Cave of the Nymphs, in which he tried to 
interpret this passage by an esoteric key (the «cave» would be the 
cosmos, «nymphs» and «bees» are the souls, the «webs of purple 
dye» represent the flesh that is forming around the bones)[10].

Now we can try to propose a new interpretation. The term 
νυμφάων can refer directly to the cave and not to ἱρόν («sacred» or 
«eminent») [11]. Such an expression could therefore be interpreted 
as «the lovable, dark, sacred cave of the brides (νυμφάων), whose 
name is Naiads (Nηϊάδες) » [12]. We could relate this term to a 
hill of Ithaca called Νήϊον, whose root can be connected with νηῦς 
(«ship») [13]. Those «Naiad nymphs» were, therefore, the «women 
of Νήϊον », that is the women of Ithaca, i.e., the wives of the local 
sailors, who in their cave, that is in their atelier near the landing 
of the ships, awaited the arrival of their men and in the meantime 
on the «looms of stone» [14] wove webs of purple dye, which 
correspond to the purple cloak worn by Ulysses in Crete [15] as 
well as in Ithaca [16] before the war. In short, on the island of Ithaca 
there was probably a local production of “articles of clothing”, as 
we would say today, managed by the local ladies, who used that 
closed place as a working and meeting point. This interpretation is 
certainly in line with the style of the poet of the Odyssey, who just in 
the parts set on the island is very attentive to the details and to the 
little things of daily life [17].
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